
intro

disclaimers

I'm not an economist

not celebrity deathmatch

audience: curious
students

attitude:  against smoke
and mirrors

what is Law &
Economics

the affirmative case
has it been made?

descriptive

how things are

describes the law

the (common) law
reflects maximzation of
efficiency

describes person

(rational) humans
maximize utility

firms maximize profit

RatChoice

empirically correct?

normative

how things should be

law should maximize
efficiency

(rational) humans (a.k.a.
consumers) should
maximize utility

firms should maximize profit

morally justified?

notice structure

X (does | should)
maximize Y

X could be law, human, firm

Y could be efficiency,
utility, profit



threshold
problems

what is the unit of
analysis?

individual or society?

what's "efficient" for me
may be "inefficient" for
society

suppose unit of analysis
for law and policy is
"society"

what is the
maximand?

utility?

measure of preference-satisfaction

problem: hard to make
interpersonal utility
comparisons

John Stuart Mill

pareto efficiency?

Pareto superior:  no one
hurt, one person helped.

solution:  avoids interpersonal util problem

problem:  ivory tower

Kaldor-Hicks efficiency?

gain to winners exceed
loss to losers

effectively cost-benefit analysis

solution:  more realistic

problem: must know
whether winners won
more than losers lost

requires interpersonal comps

some concrete, objective formula for
measing "good"

could be $, # of boats, etc.

see Jules Coleman, Yale
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what's wrong

welfare?

could be $, # of boats, etc.

if welfare is meant to be satisfaction of
prefs, then welfare is no better than utility

if welfare is measured by wealth, then can
get out of interpersonal comps

wealth?

allows interpersonal comps

probs

non-monetized preferences ignored

credits only those with $

what moral foundation?

flavors of efficiency

productive
pareto optimality in production

no waste

allocative

pareto optimality in
consumption?

distributional

there are answers it's not my job to provide them

descriptive inaccuracy

switch unit of analysis to
the person

RCT

rational person
maximizes expected
utility

empirical evidence
against RCT

humans do not behave in
ways that maximize
self-interest

various faults
bounded information

bounded processing

Herbert Simon

Prospect Theory as
alternative

heuristics and biases
literature

Daniel Kahneman

altruism

ideological resistance to
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g
the "facts"

normative
unattractiveness

what is the moral basis
for society to maximize
dollars?

can costs and benefits be
reduced to dollars?

ignores fairness of
distribution distribution of X amongst people

income

wealth

opportunity

respect

ideological leanings

we are rational

the system is efficient

there's nothing wrong

system justification

misc problems

endogeneity of
preferences

kimchi

leg warmers

endowment effect

boundary problems

what lives in market land

what lives in politics land

the bum rap

bunch of angry colored
people who see racism
everywhere

they whine a lot

they accuse a lot

but can't think
themselves out of a
paper bag

examples

descriptive claim law and society are racist

normative claim law and policy should be anti-racist



alternatives

Critical Race Theory

critique

what do you mean by "racist"?

where's your proof?

the facts don't show it

you're ideologically driven

note the structural
similarities

Behavioral Law &
Economics

more empirical

recognizes what cognitive
pscyhology has taught us
about bounded
rationality

Bounded rationality

use heuristics

suffer from biases

differ from expected
utility theory

alternative: prospect theory

starting point matters

losses worse than gains

probability

Kahneman/Tversky

Use of cognitive
shortcuts; availability
heuristic

valuing outcomes

not expected utility
theory, but prospect
theory

Bounded willpower

Bounded self-interest

Jolls, Sunstein, 
Thaler, Korobkin, 
Langevoort

laundry list of biases

loss aversion

framing

status quo bias

endowment effect

optimism bias

risk perception

availability heuristic

hindsight bias

illusory correlations

false consensus

bias catalog

minor or major tweak?

minor

more socog

fundamental attribution error

hot cognition

situationism

salience

groupthink

motivated reasoning

embodied cognition



Behavioral Realism

implicit bias

identify new scientific
consensus (mind
sciences)

e.g. existence and impact
of implicit bias

situationism

spot gaps between legal
folk psychology and new
consensus

assumption of follow
self-conscious behavior

force law to take account
change

or fess up why not

only weakly normative

reality over fantasy

against hypocrisy or
self-deception

take aways

against intellectual
smugness

pro humility

against mystification

pro analytical clarity

against making stuff up

pro empiricism

against motivated
reasoning

pro self-awareness

q&a

truth squad

economics

antitrust

regulated industries

sufficient credit

sub disciplines

we don't have a
jurisprudence class

intellectual history class
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